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Subject 7 year plan 
 
This will be in effect after 2019 January “Year 5-7 needs work and more thought put into it” 
I’m am aware of the missing money amount, Im going to do research on that. 
 
Year 1 (2019) Spring/Summer 
-Working as I’m getting pay 26 dollars an hour as a CLT 
-Complete Btech 6 
-Complete Design 7 urban design 
-Complete all electives “including the two electives that design 8 ” 
-Start the advanced rendering class “most important” 
-complete id course/public speaking 
-Graduate by 2019 Fall 
-Get a job “Architectural rendering job” 
-Create the best portfolio I’m capable of at that time  
-“Artist job/Staying as a CLT adjunct” are backups 
-Draw every single day for as long my hands will allow. 
 
 
Year 2 (2020) 
-Start saving money for the first apartment 
-Studying for the license exam 
-Continue my artist hobby taking it to new heights 
-No hurry to move out my parent's apartment I don't need to pay rent 
-If didn't have architectural rendering job apply again. 
 
Year 3 (2021) 
-Saving money for Master program at city college 
-Buy my first apartment but not for me to live in, it is for renting 3 rooms is my best case 
scenario 
-I don't want to work forever, so operation apartment chaining will start one year after I have 
received rent payment. 
-explain this apartment chaining 
-Will use my first apartment rent to pay off the second in the future 
-learn about the Stock market exploration 
-Start saving for travels 
  
Year 4 (2022) 
-Continue working towards the architecture license 



-Will travel to Singapore for the architecture and to study under my favorite artist of all time his 
name is Stanley artgerm lau in a summer class session he has a school there. 
-Apply to an architectural master program at City college will take 3 years (2025)  
-Start to sell my drawings after I have learned from an art master 
 
Year 5 (2023) 
-Start saving for Paris and Japan travels  
-Continue working towards the dream job of working as an architectural rendering specialist that 
a firm can never fire me. 
- 
- 
Year 6 (2024) 
-Buy my second apartment use that apartment one to pay that one off 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Year 7 (2025) 
-Graduate masters program at city college 
- 
- 
- 
- 


